


               
               

where the eggs were created.

Nick originally filed the lawsuit in California but withdrew before refiling in Louisiana, likely because it’s
renowned for being a pro-life state. It’s also where the businessman has allegedly set up trust funds for
the two female embryos, which he has already named Isabella and Emma.
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In the US, most States have itt e or no egis ation at a  addressing rozen embryos, and the contracts
that couples sign when they enter the fertility clinic and embark on the IVF process govern the
disposition of the embryos.’

Sofia argues that she and Nick did sign an agreement at the time of freezing their eggs, stating that
neither party could go ahead and use the embryos without the other’s permission.

Getting around this contract is likely why Nick filed the lawsuit in Missouri.

Martha suggests that Nick knew he would lose the case in California, which is why he brought it to
Louisiana but this time under the embryos’ names – not his own.

The lawyer explains: ‘Louisiana is one of the few States that has a pro embryo statute on the books.

‘This statute, which applies to frozen embryos created and stored in Louisiana, bestows certain rights
on unborn frozen embryos, defines them as “judicial persons”, and places various rules and restrictions
on the patient, her partner, and the fertility doctors and clinics.’

Notably, she adds: ‘It’s the only law of its kind in the US and has been widely criticised by legal scholars
as bizarre, untenable and ambiguous.’
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Recent reports claim that Sofia feels Nick has dragged out the dispute in an attempt to destroy her
marriage to Joe.

Martha doesn’t think is a far-off notion.

The lawyer says: ‘While to date he has been unsuccessful, Nick’s lawsuits have been nothing if not
creative and dramatic, garnering headlines and publicity as well as the continued entanglement with
Sofia that he seems to crave.’

It doesn’t sound promising for the businessman as Martha strongly believes that even a pro-life state
such as Louisiana wouldn’t be in his corner.

‘He signed a California contract that is valid, binding and enforceable in California, and would be upheld
by most Courts in the United States,’ she says.

This story is part of Fertility Month, a month-long series covering all aspects of fertility.

For the next four weeks, we will be speaking to people at all stages of the fertility journey as well as
doctors, lawyers and fertility experts who can shed light on the most important issues.

If you have a story to tell, please do get in touch at fertilitystories@metro.co.uk.

Here is a selection of the stories from Fertility Month so far - and you can find all Fertility Month
content here.

MORE : Fertility Month: Why we are talking about fertility this month

MORE : I found the perfect sperm donor - but I never got my happy ending

MORE : Menopause at 17: How I came to terms with finding out I couldn’t have children as 
teenager

MORE : Miscarriage is cruel and unfair, and I need to tell you about what happened to me

MORE : Plastic could be affecting your fertility – here’s how and why

MORE : How hard is it to get pregnant if you have polycystic ovary syndrome?
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